The plasmonic enhanced absorption of thin-film organic solar cell (OSC) with silver nanoparticles has been simulated and analyzed in the two-dimensional (2-D) and three-dimensional (3-D) simulation models by considering the position of nanoparticles inside the OSC and the incident angle and polarization of the incident light. It is found that, for TM polarization incidence, obvious optical absorption enhancement is obtained in both 2-D and 3-D cases. The absorption enhancement reaches more than 200% with nanoparticles deposited at the interface of PEDOT:PSS and P3HT:PCBM layer, which is larger than that with nanoparticles inside the active layer. However, for TE polarization incidence, the optical absorption is worsened rather than enhanced with metal nanostructures in the 2-D model, which is different with the results derived in the 3-D model. The absorption enhancement characteristics are also studied at oblique incidence, and the high absorption enhancement as high as 160% can be also obtained when the incident angle is increased to 60 in the 3-D model. By analyzing the mode profile in different circumstances, it could be concluded that the localized surface plasmon plays a significant role on improving the light absorption enhancement of OSC.
Introduction
Surface plasmon polariton (SPP) is a kind of transverse-magnetic (TM) surface electromagnetic excitation that propagates in a wavelike fashion along the interface between metal and dielectric medium [1] . Due to the interaction between the electrons and electromagnetic field, the light can be trapped surrounding the metal nanoparticles (NPs) as the localized surface plasmon (LSP) mode [2] . It is demonstrated that the metal NPs could greatly enhance the light absorption of solar cells [3] - [8] . And this enhancement is much more significant for organic solar cell (OSC) with low light absorption capacity [5] , [9] , [10] .
Although there are some studies analyzing the enhancement effect of the metal NPs in solar cells [11] - [14] , just considering the normal incident light, one polarization, the two-dimensional (2-D) model and the fixed position of metal NPs in OSC cannot reveal the actual situation and the ability of light absorption enhancement of metal NPs for OSC efficiency improvement. That is because the sunlight or indoor light would come into the active layer of OSC with different incident angle and polarization and the metal NPs would be separated in the different positions of OSC.
Recently, our group has shown that the location of metal NPs is related to the light absorption enhancement under normal incidence [10] . In this paper, the plasmonic enhanced light absorption in OSC has been further studied in both the 2-D and three-dimensional (3-D) models by considering the variation of light polarization and incident angle ðÞ, as well as the position of metal NPs. It is found that for TM polarized incidence ðTM in Þ, the optical absorption enhancement effect has little difference by using the 2-D and the 3-D models. Nevertheless, for TE polarized incidence ðTE in Þ, the light absorption is enhanced obviously in the 3-D model, but decreased dramatically in the 2-D model. The detailed analysis indicates that, to analyze the metal NPs enhanced light absorption characteristics under the TE in , the 3-D model should be adopted. Simulation results show that the light absorption enhancement as high as 200% could be derived at normal incidence when metal NPs locating at the interface of PEDOT:PSS and P3HT:PCBM layer. And the absorption enhancement effect is effective at not only vertical but also oblique incidence. The enhancement is still as high as 160% even when ¼ 60 in the 3-D model, which must be beneficial to OSC under sunlight with changing incident angles. The detailed analysis would help us to understand how metal NPs improve the light absorption of OSC.
Simulation Model and Method
The 3-D and 2-D simulation models of plasmonic enhanced OSC with Ag NPs are shown in Fig. 1(a) and (b), respectively. The OSC consists of the layers of glass substrate, indium tin oxide (ITO), poly (3,4-ethylenedioxythiophene) :poly(styrenesulfonate) (PEDOT:PSS), poly(3-exylthiophene): (6,6)-phenyl-C61-butyric-acid-methylester (P3HT:PCBM), and aluminum (Al) cathode, whose thickness is assumed as 20 nm, 30 nm, 30 nm, and 100 nm, respectively. The active layer is P3HT:PCBM shown as the red layer in Fig. 1 . A layer of periodic Ag NP array with diameter ðD ¼ 25 nmÞ and period ðP ¼ 45 nmÞ is located in the OSC with an offset distance ðd Þ from the interface of PEDOT:PSS and P3HT:PCBM layer. The orientation of the square lattice of nanoparticles is along x and y axis. Here, d ¼ 0 nm means the center of Ag NPs is just at the interface of PEDOT:PSS and P3HT:PCBM layer. The wavelength-dependent dielectric constants of ITO, PEDOT:PSS, P3HT:PCBM, Ag, and Al are the same with those in [15] - [17] . The refractive index of glass substrate is fixed as 1.46.
The finite element method (FEM) is used for numerical simulation with the help of the software package COMSOL Multiphysics [18] . A polarized plane wave (p wave or s wave) with wavelength 0 , power P in , and wave vector k ! is set as the input and propagates along the Àz direction with different incident angles ð¼ 0 , 30 , and 60 ). The wave vector of incident light changes in z-x plane. Here, p wave and s wave are also called TM and TE wave, respectively. For a certain incident wavelength, the distribution of electromagnetic field ðE; HÞ inside the OSC could be obtained by solving the Maxwell equations. Here, to reduce the computational complexity, just one period of the structure is calculated by imposing the Floquet periodic boundary conditions in x and y directions (or only x direction in the 2-D model) as described in Ref. [19] . The absorbed light in the active layer (excluding the Ag NPs) is calculated according to [20] 
where ! is the angular frequency of incident light, V is the volume of the active layer, " 0 is the permittivity in free space, and "ð 0 Þ is the complex dielectric constant of the active layer. The absorption rate ARð; 0 Þ related to the incident angle and wavelength is defined as
The photon absorption number can be given as
where N AM1:5G ð 0 Þ is the photon flux of AM 1.5G [10] . Then the total absorption rate ðA AM1:5G Þ at certain incident angle can be calculated as
and the light absorption enhancement ðAE Þ of OSC with NPs is defined as
It should be noticed in Eq. (5) that the absorption rate at oblique incidence is compared with that of normal incidence.
Results of the 3-D Model
First, the plasmonic enhancement effect of metal NPs on the OSC in the 3-D model, as shown in Fig. 1(a) , is simulated. The angle and polarization of the incident light and the position of Ag NPs are varied to study how the metal NPs improve the light absorption of the OSC. Þ of both TM and TE polarization. Considering the light absorption spectrum of OSC [21] , the wavelength range from 300 nm to 800 nm is calculated here. The identical results shown in Fig. 2(a) and b) ascribe to the equivalent situation for TE and TM polarization in the 3-D model under normal incidence. Fixing d as À14 nm, 0 nm, and 14 nm, the photon absorption spectrum AN AM1:5G ð0
; 0 Þ of OSC is shown as the red line in Fig. 3 The AE with Ag NPs at the interface of PEDOT:PSS and P3HT:PCBM layer ðd % 0Þ is even higher than that with Ag NPs inside the P3HT:PCBM layer ðd % 14 nmÞ. The previous study indicated that the light trapping induced by the LSP mode dominates the light absorption enhancement with metal NPs [10] , and the electric field of LSP mode inside the metal NPs is proportional to that outside [10] , [22] . Therefore, the light absorbed inside the Ag NPs, revealing most of the light trapped and absorbed by the active layer of OSC, is calculated to help us understand the influence of position of Ag NPs on improving the light absorption.
Taking the 3-D model with TM in at 0 incidence for example, Fig. 4(a) illustrates the photon absorbed by the Ag NPs rather than the OSC, which reflects the enhanced light absorption due to LSP mode. It is shown that there exist two strong photon absorption regions (one is from 400 nm to 500 nm when d G 5 nm and the other one is from 625 nm to 675 nm when d 9 À 5 nm). Fixing d as À14 nm, 0 nm, 14 nm, the photon absorption spectrum is shown in Fig. 4(b) , and only one absorption peak is excited when d ¼ À14 nm and d ¼ 14 nm. Since the light trapping in the PEDOT:PSS layer has no help for converting light to electricity, the AE is not only improved but also worsened with Ag NPs embedded inside PEDOT:PSS layer. When Ag NPs are located at the interface of PEDOT:PSS and P3HT:PCBM layer ðd ¼ 0 nmÞ, the optical absorption enhancement can occur at both long and short wavelength region, which results in the largest AE . The two absorption peaks should be attributed to the contact of two different materials (PEDOT:PSS and P3HT:PCBM) with Ag NPs, and the LSP mode is excited at different wavelength shown as the insets of Fig. 4(b) .
By integrating the photon absorption numbers with respect to the wavelength in Fig. 2 , the total absorption rate of OSC with Ag NPs can be obtained according to Eq. (4). And the AE varying with d at normal incidence can be derived with Eq. (5). The results are shown by the solid lines in Fig. 5(a) and (b) , respectively. The maximum AE reaches up to 217% when d is about 2 nm.
Furthermore, the incident angle is varied as 30 and 60 to check whether the high AE can still be obtained at oblique incidence. This is an important issue for the actual applications of solar cells, because the light mostly comes into the solar cells at oblique incidence. The dash-dotted line and dotted line in Fig. 5 illustrate that, for TM in and TE in , the Ag NPs also have significant light absorption enhancement to the OSC and the maximum value of AE is about 190% ð ¼ 30 Þ and 170% ð ¼ 60 Þ, respectively. The results indicate that Ag NPs can enhance absorption at different incident angles by selecting proper position of metal NPs.
To understand this light absorption enhancement, the electric field intensity distributions in the OSC should be observed. Considering the polarization of the incident light, the TM plane and TE plane shown in Fig. 6(a) is defined. It is shown in Fig. 6(b) and (c) that the LSP mode has been excited in both TM in and TE in circumstances resulting in the AE enhancement even at oblique incidence.
For TE in shown in Fig. 6(c) , the field of LSP mode under TE in remains the same with different . Since the OSC consists of five layers, the transmission and reflection at the interfaces of these layers are somewhat different for different incidence. For this reason and the definition of Eq. (5), although the LSP mode field distribution is the same for different incident angles, the enhancement is less for oblique incident comparing to normal incidence. But for TM in shown in Fig. 6(b) , the field direction of LSP mode changes with . In the view of LSP mode, the Ag NPs become closer to the interface of PEDOT:PSS and P3HT:PCBM layer at large which leads to larger AE compared with that with TE in . Thus, at oblique incidence, the AE with TM in becomes higher than that with TE in when d 9 0 nm, especially when Ag NPs are totally deposited in the active layer ðd % 14 nmÞ.
Results of the 2-D Model
Although the 3-D model reveals the real situation, the 2-D model can greatly simplify the complexity of calculation and has been adopted to guide experimental design. Thus, it is necessary to simulate the absorption performance of OSC in the 2-D model and compare it with that derived in the 3-D model. For the 2-D model, the periodic metal nanostructure remains in x -z plane, but the structure keeps invariant along y axis. Fig. 7(a) and (b) shows the photon absorption spectrum AN AM1:5G ð ¼ 0; Þ of OSC under TM in and TE in , respectively. It is shown that the spectrum is similar for 2-D and 3-D model under TM in . However, under TE in , the light absorption of OSC shown in Fig. 7(b) is much different from Fig. 2(b) and decreased dramatically in the 2-D model with the strongest value just 1/3 of the TM case. The reason can be known by taking a look at the field intensity distribution in the OSC. Fig. 8(a) illustrates that, for the TM in , the LSP mode is excited obviously surrounding the Ag NP with enhanced field. While for the TE in , no LSP mode can be observed and most of the light cannot even propagate into the active layer (P3HT:PCBM) as shown in Fig. 8(b) . This is because that the NPs in fact become nano-cylinders in the 2-D model with periodic nanostructure along x axis and invariant structure along y axis. The electric field of TM incidence along x axis could feel the Fig. 9 with different polarization and incident angles. The red lines in Fig. 9 illustrate that the Ag NPs also have significant light absorption enhancement to the OSC for TM in . Even for oblique incidence, the maximum value of AE is about 205% ð ¼ 30 Þ and 177% ð ¼ 60 Þ at d % 2 nm, respectively. The results indicate that Ag NPs can enhance light absorption at different incident angles by selecting proper position of metal NPs for TM in . However, for TE in , the black dash-dotted line and dotted line in Fig. 9 are even lower than the black solid line, which means there is no enhancement for TE in at any incident angle. Therefore, to study the light absorption enhancement of metal NPs under TE in , 3-D model rather than 2-D model should be adopted.
For the above simulation, the thickness of active layer P3HT:PCBM is fixed as 30 nm. While for thicker active layer, the light absorption enhancement would be not so significant. Taking the 2-D model with TM in at normal incident for example, as shown in Fig. 10 , the absorption enhancement drops dramatically when the thickness of active layer increases to more than 70 nm. Nevertheless, in actual metal NPs enhanced OSCs, there may be not just one layer of NPs existing in (or at the interface) the active layer and the metal NPs may not be located periodically as shown in Fig. 1 . Thus, understanding the mechanism of light absorption enhancement with metal NPs, knowing the trend of enhancement varying with incident light and structure parameters, and mastering the simulation model in different circumstances are the key issues to be dealt with in this paper.
Conclusion
The optical absorption enhancement of thin film OSC with Ag NPs has been studied theoretically in the 2-D and 3-D model, where the polarization and incident angle of the input light and the position of NPs in the OSC are considered. It is found that the 2-D model is available for TM incidence, but the 3-D model should be adopted for TE incidence since the 2-D model gets an incorrect result. The simulation results indicate that the Ag NPs could greatly improve the light absorption of OSC under both TM and TE incidence based on the light trapping of LSP mode. By varying the position of Ag NPs inside the OSC, the maximum light absorption enhancement as high as 200% is obtained when depositing the Ag NPs near to the interface of anode layer (PEDOT:PSS) and active layer (P3HT:PCBM) rather than inside the active layer, which results from the wavelength range extension of LSP mode enhancement. At oblique incidence, the light absorption enhancement can also be derived and is about 160% even increasing the incident angle to 60 .
